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Level 2 Lea Faka-Tonga, 2019
91674 Demonstrate understanding of a variety of spoken 

Lea Faka-Tonga texts on familiar matters

9.30 a.m. Tuesday 17 September 2019 
Credits: Five

Listen to THREE passages. You will hear EACH passage THREE times:
• The first time, you will hear the passage as a whole.
• The second and third times, you will hear the passage in sections, with a pause after each.
• As you listen, you may make notes in the LISTENING NOTES boxes provided.
• Before each passage begins, you will have 30 seconds to preview the question.
• At the end of each passage, you will have time to review your answers.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

Answer in your choice of English, te reo Māori, and / or Lea Faka-Tonga. If you need more room for any 
answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–14 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.

ASSESSOR’S USE ONLY Achievement Criteria

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of a variety 
of spoken Lea Faka-Tonga texts on 
familiar matters.

Demonstrate clear understanding of a 
variety of spoken Lea Faka-Tonga texts 
on familiar matters.

Demonstrate thorough understanding 
of a variety of spoken Lea Faka-Tonga 
texts on familiar matters.

Overall level of performance

COMMON ASSESSMENT TASK

To be completed by candidate and school

Name:
NSN School Code

Merit
18





















Merit Exemplar 2019 
Subject Lea Faka-Tonga Standard 91674 Total score 18 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M6 
The candidate provides enough evidence for a Merit.  Their answer consists of personal 
responses explaining why they think Semisi could be considered a role model for young 
Tongan students. For example, he works hard at school but, at the same time, he helps 
his parents by cleaning the church every week.  

2 M6 

The response demonstrates a clear understanding of the text. The candidate clearly 
explains why the farmer had to choose between the dog and the donkey with supporting 
evidence from the text. To gain Excellence, the candidate could have explained the 
reasons why the donkey should be chosen instead of the dog, and vice versa, with 
evidence from the text to support their answers. 

3 M6 
The response demonstrates a clear understanding of the text. The explanation of what 
makes a good government worker is clear with supporting evidence provided from the 
text.   

 
  




